How to get to Endorfina from Warsaw Chopin Airport:
•

By bus:

There is a direct connection from the airport to Endorfina with bus number 175 (from
bus stop: Warsaw Airport; to bus stop: Foksal 02). From bus stop Foksal 02 there is a
three minutes walk to Endorfina.
Cost of one single ticket: 4.40 PLN
Approximate time of travel: 45 minutes
•

By taxi:

There are taxis available outside the terminal (with a company name on the top).
Approximate cost of travel: 40 PLN
Approximate time of travel: 25 - 35 minutes (depends on traffic)

How to get to Warsaw
Air - Warsaw Chopin Airport
- www.lotnisko-chopina.pl
Warsaw’s main airport is well connected to the city centre, with 3 or 4 buses and
trains an hour taking you to Warszawa Centralna (Central Station) in 30 minutes. You
can get tickets from the blue machines, and a single will cost you 4.40 PLN. The
easiest option if you’re carrying luggage is by taxi. Look for cabs with a company
name on the top (ELE Taxi, Sawa Taxi or Super Taxi) as there are many unlicensed
ones which are best avoided. The trip to the centre costs around 40 PLN.

Air - Warsaw Modlin Airport
- en.modlinairport.pl
Modlin is Warsaw’s second airport, for budget airlines. The easiest way into town is
to take the green and purple ModlinBus, a journey which will take you straight to the
Palace of Science & Culture in 40 minutes. Book online for the cut-price tickets or
pay the full fare in the terminal. A cheaper option is to take a bus to Modlin train
station, where an hourly train gets to Warszawa Centralna in around 40 minutes. You
could also splash out 100 PLN on a licensed taxi.

Train
- www.mazowieckie.com.pl
The inner-city train network is particularly useful when moving between Warsaw city
centre and the outskirts. Many of the major landmarks have a station nearby, which
vary significantly in upkeep and clarity of signage. The trains themselves are modern,
with a green and yellow colour scheme, and run till 01:00 on most routes – an hour
later than the trams. Travel tickets are valid across all forms of public transport and
can be bought from newsagents or inside the stations.

